Committee Rules Against Window Painting Tactics

The Student Government Association's Elections Committee has officially warned political candidates not to paint campaign slogans on student life building's windows or risk punishment.

In a decision overruling the Committee Chairman Lionel Geltman happens to include Robert Watson, presidential contender, as the campaign manager for the Watson-Asdal team.

Another coincidence might be that since the campaigning began, Benitz has refused to speak to MONTCLARION reporters concerning his administration and the election, but is still known to criticize the MONTCLARION for noncooperation with his administration.

It also seems coincidental that SGA President Thomas Benitz, whose administration has come under fire and is seemingly lacking in student leadership, has completely shut up concerning the alleged election irregularities.

It's quite coincidental that the SGA president, acknowledges the crowd at the SGA pre-election press conference.

“POWER TO THE PROVO”: Alan Jacobs, Provo candidate for SGA president, acknowledges the crowd at the SGA pre-election press conference.

Nothing will be done, unless every student votes in the election next Thursday.
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The current race for the top spots in the Student Government Association seems to be a contest of coincidences—to say the very least.

It's quite a coincidence that the Elections Committee Chairman Lionel Geltman happens to include Robert Watson, presidential contender, as the campaign manager for the Watson-Asdal team.

Another coincidence might be that since the campaigning began, Benitz has refused to speak to MONTCLARION reporters concerning his administration and the election, but is still known to criticize the MONTCLARION for noncooperation with his administration.

It also seems coincidental that the Elections Committee, appointed by Benitz, does not contain anyone who is not in the SGA Legislature. But this might just be a continuation of Benitz's nonrepresentative policies in which only SGA higher-ups are included.

It's coincidental, too, that Geltman refused to open a letter from the MONTCLARION editor-in-chief concerning the alleged irregularities at the Tuesday Elections Committee meeting.

And it's quite a coincidence that, probably nothing about these allegations will be done by the Elections Committee and the Benitz-Watson-Grajewski bloc because the SGA bigwigs are well aware that Montclair State students are unlikely to tamper with the off-secretive activities of the illustrious Student Government Association.

Nothing will be done, unless every student votes in the election next Thursday.

By D. M. Levine

Staff Writer

Richard Oshin, the SGA presidential contender who charged candidate Robert Watson with the misuse of student money in his campaign, withdrew from the race yesterday evening, throwing his support to Terry B. Lee.

In a statement issued to the MONTCLARION yesterday, Oshin said:

"Upon comparing the platform on which I was running for the presidency and the platform of Terry Lee, also running for that office, I have found that our positions are remarkably similar. I believe that both of us working closely together will unite all factions of the campus. Men like Robert Watson and Lee are seeking to exploit the SGA for their own personal gain. It is therefore my duty to unite with Terry Lee in an effort to bring about a victory which will mean a progressive, not regressive, administration."

It was learned late last night that Lee has accepted "with gratitude" the support of Oshin and will offer him the post of vice-president of academic affairs once elected.

Oshin, who served as president of the Music Organizations Commission, entered the race three weeks ago on a platform calling for a "more responsive SGA." According to surveys, Oshin's popularity as a candidate was trailing that of Lee.

Lee, who is president of the Black Organization for Success in Society, has called for "unity of all factions of the campus," pledging the further development of college athletics, campus arts and a more representative student judicial system.

"But," answered Geltman, "the committee can't say anything like this."

"I'm trying to be as liberal as possible, I didn't envision anything like this."

"It should have been in the rules before," said Deluca. "I don't like these under-the-table rules." Deluca charges.

THE HOURLONG meeting was attended by Boyce, Deluca, Ira Rosen, Jacqueline Isherwood, Thomas Hayes and Michele Corona. The vote was held in private.

Deluca told the MONTCLARION that if the candidates do not remove signs "within a reasonable amount of time" they will be fined or, possibly, disqualified.

—D. M. Levine.

Elect Reps In Mid-May

May 13 has been tentatively set as the date for Legislative elections, according to Lionel Geltman, chairman of SGA's Elections Committee.

"We are hoping to have settled our reapportionment problems by then," he commented. The SGA is presently developing plans to give each of MSC's five undergraduate schools one vote in the Legislature.
UNCOMMITTED STUDENT REPRESENTATION
A bill was passed that provides for the 627 uncommitted students on campus to have representation in the SGA beginning with next year's reapportionment.

SENIOR TRANSCRIPTS
Senior transcripts are being withheld until all seniors' parking tickets and library fines are paid. A bill was introduced and passed which provides for the transcripts to be sent to graduate schools regardless of outstanding fines. The diplomas will still be withheld until all fines are paid.

LEGISLATIVE APPOINTMENT
Ralph Brewster and Jim Crabough were appointed to fill the vacant seats in the legislature from the physical education department and Bob Morehead was appointed to the legislative from the biology department.

INDEPENDENT STUDY FUND
A speech department representative, Jacqueline Isherwood, introduced a bill which was passed, requesting that the proceeds from the opening night of "A Cry of Players" will be placed in trust for the Malcolm George Fairfield III Independent Study Fund.

Here's a government position with a real future for both men and women. As an officer in the Air Force, a management level job is anybody's book. Certainly, there's no better way to get the experience and training you'll need. And upon graduating, you could find yourself earning an Air Force commission in one of the more than 100 different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to programs administration.

Air Force planners, you'll be happy to learn that the Air Force is one career that offers you the opportunity to advance to the managerial level position in the U.S. Air Force. Here's a government position with a real future for both men and women who want to make it with an Air Force commission in one of the more than 100 different jobs.

WANT QUALITY CONTRACEPTIVES?
Once upon a time, the best male contraceptives that money could buy were in your local drugstore. That time is gone. Today, the world's best condoms come from America.

POPULATION PLANNING ASSOC.
A bill was passed that provides for the U.S. distribution of two remarkable kinds of birth control that are highly effective and highly accepted. They are called NuForm and NuForm Extra. We make them available through a cooperative effort between the U.S. government and the United States Student Press Service, and we distribute them to college students for 50 cents per dozen. NuForm is shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we guarantee your money back if you're not satisfied with our products.

The MONTCLARION is published weekly throughout the college year, September through May. It is published during the academic periods by the Student Government Association, Inc., Montclair State College, Valley Road at Normal Avenue, Montclair, N.J. 07043. Telephone (201) 753-3281.

The MONTCLARION is a member of the New Jersey College Press Association, Collegiate Press Service, Newspaper Enterprise Association, United States Student Press Service and United Press International.

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the editor-in-chief.
The perennial themes of greater student involvement, total representation and a more purposeful SGA plus a new twist—the appearance by the Provo action group-dominated the SGA pre-election press conference sponsored by the MONTCARION. The SGA elections will be held next Thursday.

The problem of achieving more total representation of different student interests in SGA held center stage as a main concern of the candidates, as they responded to the questions of MONTCARION reporters and attending spectators in the student life building alumni lounge. Presidential candidate Terry B. Lee, president of the Black Organization for Success in Society, was absent, due to a previous commitment.

PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANT Robert Watson asserted that the SGA will have to "become responsive and receptive" to the views of what he labelled an identifiable interest group or organization on campus. "This has not been the case in the past," he added.

Late Thursday afternoon, SGA presidential candidate Richard Oshin withdrew from the race and publicly announced support for Terry B. Lee. Complete details on page one.

Dungan Pleased—But Is He Listening?

By M. J. Smith

Master Plan Correspondent

Ralph Dungan, state chancellor of higher education, said that he was pleased about the "approving comments" made about the Master Plan at the four public hearings. But he didn't specify who he heard them from.

The majority of testimony at the four public hearings concerning the state Board of Higher Education's Master Plan—Phase Two has been unfavorably critical. The strongest criticism of the plan has come from Montclair State.

WITH ITS 7500-student enrollment ceiling and centralized graduate university, the plan has been denounced by everyone from MSC President Thomas H. Richardson to individual students, if the plan were approved, commented one student: "(MSC) will just wither up and die." All of the state colleges, without exception, have come out against the Master Plan—and some have not minced words. At the second meeting. Dr. William Hazell, Newark College of Engineering president, stated: "The plan proposes amputation of a limb to cure a bad case of indigestion."

And as one representative of the State Collegiate Faculty Association said at the third hearing in Glassboro: "The scheme was devised in the atmosphere of a Princeton pub."

EVEN MRS. Katherine Neuberger, board member and chairman of all four hearings, confessed at the last meeting, held in Trenton for the Governor's Student Liason Committee last week, that she did not approve of the graduate university concept as it stands now.

The most recent dissenting voice was a statement issued by the New Jersey Association of Colleges and Universities. In their report, the association asked the plan to be considered "as the first in a series of progress reports" but not as a final idea. The only nods have come from several private institutions throughout the state, most of whom will not be affected by the plan's proposals. Seton Hall President Monsignor Thomas Fahy approved of the document as it

Bi-Cameralism

Oshin Plans to Reorganize SGA

Student Government Association presidential candidate Richard Oshin has stated that, if elected, he sees the possibility of the SGA being reorganized into a bicameral (two house) legislature.

Oshin made the remark during the April 16 broadcast of "Close-Up," an interview show presented by the Voice of Montclair State, thru the facilities of WFMU, East Orange. David M. Levine, MONTCARION editor, and Donna Meade, Council on International and National Affairs chairman, were the interviewers. Vice-presidential candidate Jack Wilkie also appeared on the broadcast.

In answer to a question by Levine, who asked Oshin what he would do to improve the SGA, Oshin stated that he believed greater role in student affairs should be assigned to the Executive Board, which now is an advisory board to the SGA, made up of the representatives of the various Class One organizations.

"Would this come down to a bicameral setup?" Levine asked.

"It just may," Oshin replied. "I like that system. Just as the country is set up, I feel the SGA should be set up." Oshin added that he believed greater representation in the SGA was desirable.
The Administration Of Thomas Benitz

The Benitz administration is nearing the finish line in its yearlong tenure in office. Behind it is a bumpy road of harsh feeling and student resentment.

It was a year ago when sandy-haired Thomas Benitz, new to the affairs of student government, rode the herd of campaign promises and electorateering which resulted in a near-landslide victory over his opponent, David Mende. Benitz proved to be a smooth, sometimes shy, man who aimed to unite conservatism with campus affairs. He pledged cooperation with the student body and promised to give Montclair State's students the best representation available.

Unfortunately he failed.

His failures are numerous and it has become overly obvious that Benitz, as president, detracted from the viability of SGA as a dynamic force thru which students could work. The gist of this problem was Benitz's deep-seeded resentment toward the administration of Montclair State College. All too often Benitz, along with members of his staff, was willing to charge what he labeled "the tokenism" of MSC administrators without seeking to meet college officials on their own ground. He talked often of class one presidents selling out to the administration and student decision-making at the college level was, he said, "nil." He acted as if college officials were seeking to institute a campus police state.

One of the key reasons why Benitz failed is because he couldn't relate to the student body. Students were appointed to committees and legislative seats on a tokenistic or friendship basis. He spent nearly $4000 on off-campus jaunts which aggravated many students who were powerless to do anything. His appointments to Gov. William T. Cahill's student liaison committee and the elections committee were accomplished without due regard to his electorate. This was indeed a misuse of power.

Benitz was not a clever leader. He was unwilling to make use of the advice and opinions available to him thru the SGA's executive board. A simple refusal to call meetings insured that he could have worked together much better if there had been more cooperation," he said.

"Sitting up the Benitz administration with that of Kenneth Traynor the previous year, Grajewski said: "It is my feeling that we have accomplished a lot more. We tried to get away from the image of a banker and bring up some important bills this year that would benefit everyone. I wish we had more time to do more things."***

Nixon has hit his Agnew and LBJ was stuck with Hubert Humphrey. For the man in the number two spot, life can be difficult. Sometimes the man in the number two spot will speak out of turn, thus getting the boss angry. And sometimes the boss will far overshadow the person second in command leaving him frustrated and out of the limelight.

But the relationship between SGA President Thomas Benitz and Vice-President Stanley Grajewski has had few of the aforementioned organizational problems during the past year. In fact, Grajewski revealed in a private interview, his relationship with the controversial president has been "very warm and stimulating."

Grajewski, who at one time was known as a political liberal, and Benitz, known for his conservative tone, joined forces with the controversial president to institute a campus police state.

"We both learned from each other. I don't think I've ever felt stifled working under Tom," Grajewski added.

During the past few months the popularity of the Benitz administration has, according to private surveys, dropped.

Nixon has learned from each other. I don't think I've ever felt stifled working under Tom," Grajewski added.

As far as the vice-president post is concerned, it's a tossup between William Asdal having a slight edge.

The survey was conducted late last week.
**No Complaint from Oshin**

To the Editor:

As SGA Elections Committee chairman, it is my responsibility to enforce the regulations concerning campaigning and to rectify any infringements upon them.

It has been brought to my attention thru the MONTCLARION'S page one article (April 16) that presidential candidate Richard Oshin believes some violation of campaign rules has been committed by his opponent, Robert Watson. To date I have not received any formal complaint from either Oshin or the candidates.

In my opinion this newspaper has not made an effort to research the allegations. Instead, it has contented itself with publishing rumors founded upon gross misinformation.

LUDICROUS SPENDING

Up to forty billion dollars has been spent on research and development of the aircraft. It is ludicrous to spend such an amount on the project and then refuse funds to complete it. Especially if those funds will determine whether the project is worthwhile.

The British and French effort in building a type of SST, the Concorde, is now the only competition for the Soviet Union's entry, the TU-144. The Soviet aircraft is inferior in design and capability when compared to the American version.

Ecology played a major part in defeating the bill. Prof. Frank Kelland, Conservation Club head, was happy the SST was defeated. He believes such aircraft would create an “imbalance of gases” in the atmosphere and cause a “greenhouse effect,” fomenting drastic temperature changes on the face of the earth.

This argument has its flaws. True SST would pollute the atmosphere, but how much and whether it would be detrimental could only be determined by building the prototypes. If it was then found that the ecologists fears were correct, the project could be halted.

It is clear that the ecologists have a long way to go before they rid the skies of the SST. Their Congressional victory was only the first step.

**May Day**

‘Nonviolent Action’ in D.C.

Nonviolent antiwar action is being planned in Washington D.C. May 1 thru 7 to carry out the warning that “if the government won’t stop the war, we’ll stop the government,” according to strike leaders.

The tactic of nonviolence was decided on by the Ann Arbor Student and Youth Conference on a People’s Peace held in Illinois because conference officials said they did not want to alienate American public who seriously want an immediate end to the war.

The tactical manual, according to strike leaders, for the week of May 1 thru 7 says “the objective is to close down the federal government sections of Washington D.C. by blocking traffic arteries during the early morning rush hours of May 3-4.”

May Day Tribe, which is coordinating the activities, is telling people bent on thrashing and street fighting to stay home.

On May 5, the May Day Tribe has called for “no business as usual,” around the country in a massive strike against the war.

The May action has the support of the People’s Coalition for Peace and Justice, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the National Welfare Rights Organization, American Friends Service Committee, Women’s Strike for Peace and a number of other individuals and groups actively opposing the war.

Further information is available from the May Day Collective, 156 E. 5th Ave., New York.

**Hippies, Democrats and Leeches**

Teen Editor Presents Rightest Zingers in ‘Bull-etin’

EAST ORANGE — “Long-haired radical hippies, Democrats, labor unions, draft dodgers and Income Tax ex evaders are all leeches on the U.S. Government,” said John Babuska, self-proclaimed rightwing advocate, who goes to Clifford Scott High school here.

He and Thomas Gahl, another senior at Clifford Scott, are coordinators of the “Bull-etin” (a newspaper at Scott), plan to enter Montclair State in the fall. Gahl regards himself as a staunch believer in law and order, “but not to the extent that we have any infringements upon them.”

Gahl prefers the “quietude” to the “multitude.” He said he would also like to say we will not resort to a smear campaign. But I will say that Robert Watson has a strong and workable platform, and we can therefore understand and sympathize with our opponents’ campaign techniques.

**J.D. Hile at Large**

SST Still Not Grounded

Ecologists have won the opening battle in their war against the SST. However, many obstacles remain before they can claim victory.

Congress, by defeating a funding bill for constructing two SST prototypes, has dealt the aerospace industry and technology a setback. Boeing, the prime contractor for the project, will lay off thousands of employees. This adds to the burgeoning rolls of unemployed engineers and technicians.

In my opinion this newspaper has not made an effort to research the allegations. Instead, it has contented itself with publishing rumors founded upon gross misinformation.

To the Editor:

If the MONTCLARION believes that the next SGA is to be elected with issues such as campaign buttons, then I question how gallible the MONTCLARION thinks the student body really is especially since the article printed on page one (April 16) was erroneous and misleading. We are now in the process of printing our own reply, since past performance indicates that the MONTCLARION probably won’t run this letter, at least in its original form.

I would also like to say we will not resort to a smear campaign. But I will say that Robert Watson has a strong and workable platform, and we can therefore understand and sympathize with our opponents’ campaign techniques.

Stanley Grajewski,
Campaign Manager.
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'Cry of Players'

Players present a play about the bard

By Shelia J. Wicks
Staff Writer

Instead of doing a play by Shakespeare this year, Montclair State's Players are doing a play about him.

"A Cry of Players," written by William Gibson, is the story of Shakespeare's life in Stratford-on-the-Avon and the unhappiness that forced him to leave. In a broader sense, it is the story of all men who are dissatisfied with their lives.

Will is torn between what everyone thinks he should want and what he knows he wants. "He is exciting, the kind of person people of this age identify with," said Paul Nadas, who plays the part of Will.

The young man has a job offer, a family and friends but these are not enough. "There is a void that has to be filled, a part of him not used," Nadas said of the character.

BRAWLING LUST

The play stages the lusty, brawling part of English life that was the soul of the Elizabethan theater. "One moment you're rolling in 'the blood and the mud and the beer' and the next, life and love is as true now as then," explained Director W. Scott MacConnell.

Altho the director is chosen by the speech department, cast. Loettra Ann Smith, a six-year-old, will play the part of Susanna Shakespeare.

Not only have students been involved in the staging and production of the play but they have arranged the music also. A 25-piece brass band plays the music composed by Armando Rivorlo and orchestrated by Ralph Spotelle.

The play will be presented April 28, 29, 30 and May 1 at 8:30 p.m. with a matinee April 30 at 2 p.m. Tickets will be 25 cents for faculty members and SGA cards, 75 cents for students and $1.75 for adults.

Opening night show benefits study fund.

The opening night performance of Players' "A Cry Of Players" will be a benefit for the Malcolm Fairfield Independent Study Fund for Fine and Performing Arts. The fund will be used to assist student productions, such as the recent Total Theater Ensemble and the future production of "The Fantasticks."

Malcolm Fairfield was a speech major who died on March 19. Tho only a freshman, he had become immediately involved in Players, and performed the leading role of Casanova in their production of "Camino Real" last fall. He was actively involved in "Journey of the Fifth Horse" at the time of his death.

The fund was suggested after several Players meetings by students who wanted to commemorate in some way "one of the finest and friendliest of players."

Players presents

"A Cry of Players"

by William Gibson

April 28, 29, 30
May 1 - 8:30 p.m.
matinee
April 30 - 2 p.m.

OPENING NIGHT BENEFIT PERFORMANCE for Malcolm Fairfield Fund for Independent Study Projects in Fine and Performing Arts

April 28 - 8:30 p.m.

SGA $.25 Student $.75 Faculty $.25 Adults $1.50
Donleycott—Marchese
Duo Sparks Nefmen

Sparked by the doubles power of freshman John Donleycott and Kim Marchese, Montclair State's tennis team downed Jersey City State, 5 1/2-3 1/2, Tuesday.

The win came on the heels of the Indians' first season loss against Fairleigh Dickinson University, 6-3. Last Friday, MSC holds a record of 3-1, with earlier victories this season against Newark State (8-1) and Seton Hall (7-2).

THE DONLEYCOTT-MARCHES TEAM remained undefeated in season competition. Senior Karen Marchese won in singles against Dino Constantino, 6-3 and 7-5. Rick Davison remained undefeated in 3 matches with a 6-3 and 6-3 win against FDU's Steve Layman. MSC's number one doubles combination won as did Powers and Roegge.

THE VIOLETS won a total of 61 bouts while losing 15. Paterson edged MSC out of second place in 1970. The Indians had two fencers in the individual competition. Senior Karen VarnBavel ended in fourth place. Freshman Nancy Murray finished ninth in the finals. Team captain Bonnie Levine missed going into the finals by a few touches.

IWFA FINALS

BUFFALO, N.Y. — New York University edged William Paterson College and Montclair State for first place in the Intercollegiate Women's Fencing Association Fencing tournament at Buffalo State University.

The VIOLETS won a total of 61 bouts while losing 15. Paterson edged MSC out of second place with a total of 59 wins to the Indians 58. MSC retained its third place finish from last year, but the Violets finished second to Hunter in 1970.
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**Tribe Takes Three But Bows to FDU**

By Brendan Suhr

Sports Writer

Montclair State's baseball team upped its record to 8-2, beating three out of four opponents on the road last week.

Fairleigh Dickinson University washed the Indians, 12-7, Thursday following MSC's 2-1 victory over Newark State. The Indians bounced back with a 12-3 romp over Glassboro State on Saturday and ended the week with a 6-4 win against St. Peter's College.

St. Peter's College was the Indians' victim Sunday as MSC jumped out to an early lead and held on in the final 2 innings to register a 6-4 decision.

Charlie Williams led the MSC offense with a triple and single in 4 trips. He also had 2 RBIs, 1 in the eighth which proved to be an insurance run and one in the 2-run sixth. Ken Klein scored what proved to be the winner in the seventh when he came home on error.

GSC Falls to Indians

Scoring 9 runs in the fifth and sixth innings, Montclair State gained its fourth New Jersey State College Conference victory in 5 starts by crushing Glassboro State 13-3.

The Indians scored 4 runs on 5 hits and a walk in the fifth as Phil Baccarella singled in 2 tallies while Carmine DeSimone drove in another by a single. MSC put the game away with a 5-run rally in the sixth on 5 hits and 2 walks.

**Knights Win on Errors**

The Indians lost to FDU for the first time in four years when Montclair errors to score 7 unearned runs.

A 5-run third inning, in which FDU did not-get a hit, broke the game open. The runs came on 3 walks, 3 errors, a hit batsman and a balk. Frank Hiza's 2-run double in the second was the big shot for FDU while DeSimone had a bases loaded triple in the sixth for the Indians and had 5 RBIs on the day.

Coestino Scores 3

Second baseman Bob Coestino figured in all 3 runs against Newark State. The Knights took advantage of 7 errors in the third which proved to be the winner in the second inning.

Asfor the 440 and 880-yard dashes, MSC pins its hopes on fleetfooted Greg Weiss. But Weiss is still being troubled by a strained hamstring muscle and only competed in the 880. He took that event in 2:00.8, beating his opponent by well over 15 yards.